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Abstract

Composition of web services is a powerful means to answer user needs in many domains. This communication focuses on applications in meteorology. This domain presents several particularities which are discussed. We present an overview of three main types of approaches in composition of web services: static plan, IA-plan and theorem proof. We confront these types of approaches to the specific case of meteorology which is not well studied by the research community in web services. We design a test bed that is capable of handling the key issues in meteorology. We have selected three approaches. We adapt them to our case and build three prototypes which are used in the test bed to point out weakness and strength of each approach. We find that current approaches do not fulfill needs in meteorology. We recommend an hybrid approach that combines the three in order to obtain an automatic and adaptive composition.

1. Introduction

This communication deals with web services for applications in meteorology and focuses on the composition of web services. In this domain, like many others, data and applications are geographically dispersed. Weather bureaus are collaborating since long at international level for weather forecast. Other topics in meteorology are also highly demanding for exchanging data and for a better management of the knowledge at an international community level. This is the case of solar radiation, where a need was strongly expressed by various stakeholders (Cros et al., 2004; Dunlop et al., 2006, Stackhouse et al., 2006). The SoDa Service³ has been created to answer the needs for an harmonized access to information (Gschwind et al., 2005). It invokes web services for the benefit of several tens of thousands users interested in knowing solar radiation for various purposes: energy, building engineering, health, agriculture, meteorology, climate etc. (Gschwind et al., 2006). The SoDa Service exploits combination of web services; up to three web services can be chained to offer a new compound web service having a higher added-value (Wald et al., 2002). The composition is defined manually: the plan that describes data flow and how and when to use web services is pre-built and remains unchanged. After four years in operation, the SoDa Service team decided to study solutions for automatic and adaptive composition. Performing such a composition will improve the efficiency of the SoDa Service by allowing to extract the best available resources from the ensemble of data and applications and consequently offer the best possible answer to the user. This communication reports on the first results of this investigation.

Several steps are needed to perform composition: first a query, next descriptions of web services, the build a plan from the descriptions and finally the execution of the so-built plan. A plan is a sequence of actions that are executed to reach a goal. In web service composition, a plan is composed of several invocations of web services that send and/or receive message from/to web service agents and data flow.
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Composition of web services can be divided in three main categories with respect to the degree of automation of the building of the plan: the already discussed manual composition, the composition assisted by the user and the automatic and adaptive composition. The two latter categories offer the advantage of being less constraining for the user of the SoDa Service. The composition assisted by the user represents an advantage compared to the automatic composition because the user knowledge is fully taken into account, even if done implicitly. However, it needs interaction between human and system. Automatic and adaptive composition provides a system that does not need human input. It can handle dynamic changes in web service environment.

The composition is often performed \textit{a priori}. The \textit{a priori} composition handles web services before their invocation. It is based on the description of the web services that can be provided by the means of \textit{e.g.}, WSDL (web service description language). In several cases, an \textit{a posteriori} composition can be performed. It uses the outcomes of a web service, such as result, execution error or partial result, to re-engineer the plan if possible and necessary. In literature we find three main types of approaches for building plans for web services composition: static plan approach, IA-plan approach and theorem proof approach. Static plan approach uses plan model to deduce a plan (Casati et al., 2000; Gschwind et al., 2005; Schuster et al., 2000). A plan model is a model that handles set of plans. An example of plan is the following sequence, “first I take a bus, then fly and go to the hotel”. An example of plan model will be “if the bus is here, I take it, otherwise I take a taxi, then I take the plane, finally if my first choice hotel is not full, I book a room otherwise I find another one”. The difference between these two plans (plan and plan model) is that the first one is only one plan since the second represents several plans, like “I take the bus, then I take the plane, then I sleep in my first choice hotel” or “if necessary I take a taxi, before fly and finally I find another hotel”. In this approach a plan model is pre-defined and never changes. An instance of this approach is BPEL (Business Process Execution Language) which is a model plan description language (Agarwal et al., 2005; Andrade/Fiadeiro, 2004; Barros et al., 2005; Khalaf et al., 2006; Pasley, 2005; Van Der Aalst et al., 2005). An improvement is proposed by (Sirin et al., 2002) which creates a model of abstract plan and chooses a web services in real time. This approach relies on a description of ideal web services instead of linking each step of the plan to a specific web service; the system selects the appropriate and available web service in a \textit{just-in-time} mode. The AI-planning approach considers the problem of composition as a planning problem (McIlraith et al., 2002; McIlraith/Son, 2002; McIlraith et al., 2001; Ponnekanti/Fox, 2002; Russell/Norvig, 2003; Wu et al., 2003). Web service description is exploited to create pre-condition and post-condition that are fed into a planning engine. The post-condition is often called “effect”. A basic approach uses input as pre-condition like “If I have data that are compatible with expected input I can use this web services”, and output as post-condition like “I get data”. Matching procedures can be used in such cases that can tell if types are compatible or input and output are compatible. Finally the last approach is the theorem proof approach, or rules-based approach (Lämmelmann, 2002; Medjahed et al., 2003; Rao et al., 2003, 2004; Waldinger, 2001). It considers each web service as axiom or rule, and query as theorem. It combines them to get a proof of the query. A simple example is the following. “A give B” (web service 1), “B give C” (web service 2), “does A can give C?” (query), if yes, the plan can be deduced from the proof.

2. Web services particularities in meteorology

The web services in meteorology have several particularities that should be taken into account for designing an efficient solution to composition. These services are only request-response and are synchronized; this keeps us distant from several important issues in composition. Next, we have two types of operations: one is algorithm implementation and the other is made of operations that give data. Both of them are state-less. A state-less web service or operation does not use stored session information, in opposite to state-full which uses this kind of information. Moreover, our web services are read-only; they never commit data nor use data from web services to create or change database. To say differently, our opera-
tions are input/output only for pure algorithm; this kind of web services does not use hidden input or hidden output. Concerning our pure data web services use input/output; they often build their outputs from hidden inputs, which are in fact data originating from databases and that are unseen in the outputs though they affect them. And finally, most of our web services are mixed between algorithm web services and data web services that use input/output and hidden input. These particularities represent a very strong hypothesis. They characterize this domain and offer a simpler context to composition than the very general case of dynamic composition.

However, some complexity arises from the fact that our web services handle data that have a geophysical meaning and that often have mathematical representation. These meaning and representation can be used to handle unit, data transformation, combination, and composition validation. Our web services often handle discrete data in time and/or space domains. For example a typical request is for a time series of daily radiation data at specified geographical locations for specified periods. Such requests need description that allows to describe a list with one or more keys relating to time.

Finally, another source of complexity arises because of the need to assess the quality or accuracy of the outputs of the composition. Like in many domains, providing data is not sufficient if they are not given with quality parameters (e.g., errors in temperature assessment). Providing quality parameters is a condition for a service to be used with confidence. Assessment of data quality has always been an issue in meteorology and will be for long mostly because of the lack of clear reference in most cases (Cros et al., 2004). Assessing quality of outputs of a service is therefore an issue by itself. Web services composition does not simplify this issue because then, the propagation of the errors should be taken into account in a dynamic way. Having these particularities in mind, we analyzed the advantages and limitations of the three approaches discussed in the previous section.

3. Expected improvements from the composition

Four years of operation has shown the limitations of a static plan. Though the present solution is performing efficiently, the SoDa Service will welcome an advanced solution that would bring the following improvements:

1. Take into account heterogeneity: the composition should handle differences between web services, like difference between units of data or difference in temporal sampling or spatial resolution of data.
2. Catch errors: when a web service returns an error, the system should be able to choose to replace it by another web service or compose web services for replacement or rollback and choose another plan.
3. Complete data: when web services give an incomplete result, the system should complete the result using another web service or composite web services. For several web services it is possible to detect gaps, e.g., in time series, and the system should be able to fill in these gaps by invoking another web service. Of course, the traceability of each data should be ensured.
4. Increase data quality: the system may take advantage of the description of the quality given in the service description or in the result and uses it to e.g., select the service providing the best quality in a given set of services. The quality can be used to select which web services can complete or increase quality of current time series.
5. Data quality estimation: the system should be able to handle data quality attribute through the composition. Each web service should provide information about data quality.
6. Take advantage of new web services: it is an hot-plug approach that allows providers to give a new web service or change a current one without changing anything in the plan except agent description and agent implementation.
7. Create composite web services: this kind of web services is different from classic web services, because they result from the chaining of existing web services using an engine that creates composite web services.
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These expected improvements can be divided in two groups. The first one comprises improvements for web service composition in general; they are not specific to meteorology: 1, 2, 6, 7. The second group is specific to meteorology: 3, 4, 5.

4. Test of approaches

We designed a test bed to handle the issues listed above. It forms an objective means to test and compare different solutions with respect to the expressed concerns. We base our test bed on 15 scenarios that test different aspects of composition. A scenario handles one or more aspects of composition in meteorology, such as units, data quality or spatial/temporal distribution. Scenarios were built in order to demonstrate the relevance of the proposed solution to solve one or more key issues. Examples of scenario are:

Description: The web service $S_1$ gives data in unit $U_1$. The web service $S_4$ is a unit converter and gives data in unit $U_2$ from data in unit $U_1$. Combine $S_3$ and $S_4$ web services to get data in unit $U_2$ a priori.

Aim: Check system capability to compose web services according to user defined unit.

or

Description: Using both $S_{36}$ and $S_{37}$ allow using $S_{38}$. Use $S_{36}$ and $S_{37}$, and finally use $S_{38}$

Aim: Check system capability to invoke a web service from result of two others.

Each web service ($S_n$) in each scenario is instanced by actual web services that are part of the test bed. The test bed is described by using web services that provide only one operation. For test purpose, operations can be grouped in one or more web services. To perform our test we use two cases of studies in meteorology. The first one use temperature time-series and temperature conversion, whereas the second one is about solar radiation and its corresponding conversion.

We tried three approaches. First, we tested an approach based on static plan definition. For that purpose, we developed a language similar to BPEL (Business Process Execution Language) to describe the plan. Our test shows that this approach solves all issues except one since it fails in taking into account Internet context, because plans are pre-built by human and remain static. The static approach is very interesting in its most advanced versions because it is capable to handle all data flows and plans we could wish. There are drawbacks: it cannot handle easily new web services, because an expert is required to draw all plan models, and it cannot find web services. This understanding and integration process can be error prone, time-consuming, and hard.

The second approach is based on comparison between outputs and inputs. It uses the following rules: “if input contents of web service A are included in output content of web services B then we can use web services B first and use web service A with the outcome of web service B”. This rule allows the building of dependency graph, where nodes represent web service and arcs are dependency between web services. To find new composition the method consists in searching path in graph that bind entry point and exit point. The entry point is found by using requested input contents and the exit point is found by using requested output contents. In our test, this approach cannot handle quality issue or a posteriori composition. Quality issue could be solved by using a quality mark for each web service and taking it into account when searching a path. This approach can handle change in Internet context by refreshing the dependency graph at each web service invocation. This approach cannot perform our second example scenario which uses two web services to use the third web service. This drawback is explained by our weak rule.

A method to solve this issue is to change this rule by a more general rule like: “if input contents of web service A are included in union of output contents of web services set, then we can use web service A after having used this set of web service”. This rule is more powerful to find composition but is less powerful to build dependency graph, and new graph are more complex since arcs are not 1 to 1 but N to 1. The
IA-planning approach is interesting because it gives a fairly easy way to combine web services, since translation rules between inputs/outputs and pre-/post-conditions are simple. The major weakness is that it does not handle web services semantics, i.e. it does not give a meaning to web services. For example: a web service which adds \(a\) and \(b\) and a web service which computes \(a\) times \(b\) cannot be distinguished since \(a\) and \(b\) are translated to the same pre-condition and the result of these web services are translated to the same post-condition.

Finally we try another approach based on “theorem proof”. We use Prolog to describe web services and give relation between their inputs and their outputs. We define a web service as a rule that say “web service A with I as input and O as output exist if and only if I and O are in certain form and have specific relations”. Next we define a composition rule that says “web service AB with I as input and O as output exist if and only if A is a web service and B is a web service and the outputs of A are the inputs to B”. To find composition we represent the request by a web meta-service. Next we try to prove that this web service exists, and we deduce the composition from this proof. This approach defines rules for composition of web services which are more expressive than the second prototype because we do not compare the inputs and the outputs only but also how web services transform data. This approach is more effective than others in term of soundness; for example, the second approach may confuse multiplication and addition services while this approach cannot perform such a semantic mistake. However, this approach fails in the second example. The theorem proof approach is an alternative way that can give meaning to web services. Nevertheless this approach is hard to get working because it need to add information about web service that are not currently given by web services providers and that could be hard to provide. Therefore, adopting this approach likely implies changes to current web services approaches.

We also note that all approaches are a priori approaches and are not adaptative. Several papers try to improve these approaches by increasing human intervention (Casati et al., 2000; Ponnekanti/Fox, 2002) or by selecting web services on call, already discussed in section 1 (Sirin et al., 2002). Today BPEL is the best language for web services composition. In meteorology, the most important need is the capability of adaptation which allows the use of new web services without any human intervention, that is not currently performed except in very few papers. Other issues are assessment of quality of data and data completion which are often omitted.

Presently, solutions for the combination of web services are inappropriate or unsatisfactory in meteorology. This domain is characterized by the importance of the space and time for data and applications. These particularities are not handled properly by the solutions found in literature. This conclusion is supported by the analysis above and by the test of several solutions. Our opinion is that we should combine different approaches. More precisely, the strategy we want to follow is to set up a static plan as a first basis. This would be done by the means of plan model. Next we want to use a mix of IA-planning approach and theorem proof, first to define axiom and secondly to make a proof. We will improve web services description in an abstract program that describes web services behavior, their inputs, their outputs, their hidden inputs, their hidden outputs. The query is a program in the same language that we use to find the appropriate plan model. This strategy is currently under development.
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